
Neonatal Respiratory 
Rhythms and Prematurity
THE L INK BETWEEN PRETERM BIRTH AND RESPIRATION ISSUES IN  INFANTS



Why Study Prematurity?
15 million babies born prematurely per year

90% of premature babies die within days of birth in 
low-income countries

Issues surrounding ventilation of premature infants
◦ Costly and lack of availability
◦ Leads to future respiration issues
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Presentation Notes
15 million premature births occur per year, and risingIncome matters--12% vs 9%90% die in days in low income vs. 10% in high income�Ventilation is readily available in the US, but in low income areas it can be much too costly to be considered an option. New, cheaper ventilation options are being explored.Even if ventilation is pursued, premature lungs still cant handle it (in the past, 100% oxygen was used...hyperoxia--doesn't occur normally)--this leads to issues like asthma and chronic bronchitis when premature infants grow older and breathe independently



The Ramirez Lab
Hypothesis involving the central nervous system—pre-Bötzinger Complex

Mouse models of prematurity
◦ Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
◦ Control 
◦ C-Section

Ramirez Lab
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The previous train of thought was that preterm babies couldn't breathe because their lungs are premature. True, but new hypothesis says an issue with the CNS could result in breathing difficulty. Specifically, the hypothesis centers around one area of the brain--the preBotC. Located in the medulla of brain stem, home to neural networks controlling rhythmic respiration.  Three models are being used to investigate this. LPS for prematurity, a control for term birth, and c-sections which I didn't really work with. �Since we're looking at breathing and neural firing, we obviously need a way to visualize and study these rhythms. To examine breathing in our mice, we use a plethysmograph, which is essentially a pressure chamber. Each time the mouse breathes, the pressure generated by each breath is measured by the plethysmograph. Spent time looking at old plethy traces and identifying which types of breathing were occurring. The three types were eupneas, sighs, and gasps.�To look at the neural activity related to breathing, we focus our attention on an area of the brain stem called the preBotC. The preBotC is one of the respiratory centers of the brain, and generates the rhythmic patterns of breathing we all see and experience. It also contains neurons that activate spontaneous breathing <in response to environmental changes>. To look at the rhythms generated from the preBotC, we took transverse slices isolating the preBotC from p0 mice and used electrodes to record the rhythms (rigs and e-phys)



In vivo vs. In vitro
Translating breathing into neural firing from respiratory centers 
◦ Slicing and electrophysiology

Analyzing different types of breathing with plethysmography
◦ Eupneas, sighs, and gasps

Ramirez Lab
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Looking at breathing from two points of view—plethy for in vivo and slicing/ephys for in vitro. Slicing-prebotC rhythms, plethy-eupneas, sighs, and gasps.Similarities between how activities in each system appear (visual).



Types of Respiration in a Mouse Model
1. Eupneas 3. Saw Breaths
2. Large breaths 4. Gasps

1 2 4

3

Ramirez Lab
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Here we see four types of breathing we saw in traces. Eupneas, large breaths, saw breaths, and gasps. You’ll notice that there are two eupnea figures shown. Previously, these were called eupnea 1 and 2, and considered to be differently shaped eupnea. After going over old data, we realized that these are actually two different kinds of breaths—an inspiratory breath (the top figure) and a post-inspiratory breath known as post-I. Post I: exhalation isn’t conscious unless exerting ourselves (eg. Exercise). During routine exhalation, small post-inspiration breath occurs—sort of break in breathing. Seen in next traces, spiky post I follows insp bump.(Saw = large where mouse tries to put in post I but doesn’t work)



Control Breathing (Term Birth)

Ramirez Lab
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In new born term-birth mice, there is a distinct regularity in their breathing patterns—the inspiration and post-I breaths are clearly seen in both of these traces. The amplitudes and frequencies are also generally consistent.



LPS Breathing (Preterm Birth)

Ramirez Lab
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However, in a preterm mouse infant, the traces show a much more irregular pattern (not really a pattern at all). Frequencies and amplitudes are inconsistent and there are odd bursts occurring at random places.



Control vs. LPS Transitions (10 vs 60 m)

Large Saw Gasp Eupnea
Ramirez Lab
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Looking at the LPS and control bars, the majority of LPS pups had large breaths, while control mice had eupneic breathing. 60 minutes after birth, nearly all the term births had transitioned to eupneic breathing, and while many of the LPS pups did too, a noticeable portion of them never transitioned. RIGHT IS SURVIVED ONLY---lots of dead large ones



in vitro preBötC Rhythm: Control 
(include area)

Ramirez Lab
Burst area: 0.788836642
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Regularity in frequency and amplitude, nothing “strange”



in vitro preBötC Rhythm: LPS

Ramirez Lab

Burst area: 38.0366854
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Irregularity in amplitude, odd burst, frequency not regular. Consistent with what was seen in plethysmograph traces



The Next Step
A newer hypothesis introducing the post-inspiratory complex (PIC)

New slicing and recording approaches

Drug manipulation and responses from each center
◦ Ex. morphine

Ramirez Lab
400 µm
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Now an even newer hypothesis has been formulated. What we found in the old traces was that these differently shaped breaths weren't just different shaped breaths, but came from different oscillators--one controlling insp and the other controlling post I. While preBotC controls inspiration, we think post-I is controlled by a different center. In premature babies, these oscillators are not synced together resulting in issues breathing. We now want to look at the rhythms generated from these two areas—the preBotC and the PIC—in the same slice. We plan on doing this by beginning to take horizontal slices rather than transverse slices, so we are able to isolate both centers in the same slice.Another new plan is to inject animals with morphine to see if it silences the rhythm from one of the centers. This will give better insight as to what effect different drugs have on the two centers. Will help determine if the two bumps are really coming from two different centers.
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